CAMP CRAFT IDEAS
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CAMP CRAFT IDEAS

Some Traditional Camp Gadgets

- Slanting Notch
- Lash with Sisal String
- Pot Hook
- Lash with Sisal String
- Sisal String
- Lash with Sisal String
- Camp Shower
- Pot Fork
- Wash Stand
- Fuel Stick for Starting a Fire in Camp Conditions
- Sharpened and Driven into the Ground
- Cooking Crane
- Plate Dryer
- Clothes Pegs
- Lash with Sisal String
CAMPCRAFT IDEAS

SHOE RACK
Keep shoes dry and off the ground on a simple shoe holder.

CAMP CHAIR
No rocking chair in camp but this Scouts chair will give you loads of comfort.

HANDY HANGER
Branch with short side branches solves problem of where to hang things.

Hand Washing Rack

Use gallon plastic bottle with small hole at side, twist cap to open spout.

Cover paper towel with plastic bag when not in use.

Locate and construct wash rack to drain properly, bench if necessary.

Suspend bar of soap in used nylon stocking.